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We denote by M c the set of all real valued functions w on R n satisfying the following conditions; (a) 0 = w;(0) < wCf+fl) < tt>(?) + M>07), f, 7?eR" We now state our main theorem. (c) //we ^^ and S * w e & w , then u e ^.
The equivalence of (a) and (b) is proved by S. Abdullah [1] , Taking tt;(lr) = log(l+ F I), our result includes the Ehrenpreis' result as a special case, but the proof is quite different from his one. Due to the definition of hypoelliptic convolution operator S, which is defined as follows:
every u e ££>' w with S * u e ^ is in % w , every hypoelliptic convolution operator is solvable, which means 'satisfying (b)', according to (c). In [6] ( [7] , resp.) we also study the same problem in the space of distributions which grow no faster than exp(/c x p ) (exp(M(/cr)), resp.)
for some k > 0. We now start the proof of theorem.
Proof of Theorem. According to the above remark, it suffices to show that 
x^K, \a\<l
Then ^ becomes a Banach space under this norm. By the assumption (c), each function u e 5Hs in ^. Also the natural mapping 5 rc -^ ^ is closed and therefore continuous. Consequently, there exist an integer k and a constant C l such that (5) llull^ddltilL + llS'ttlli"') for a\\ut= y, which gives (6). || M|| -CjllMlL^C.IlS-iilli"'.
On the other hand, by (7) we have II S * B \\f> = f I S^ii(f) I Jn"
Substituting this inequality into (6), we have (7), we claim that the left side of (7) goes to °o and the right to 0, asj -» °°, which gives the desired contradiction.
To see this, we first estimate 2 Substituting (10) and (11) into (7), the left-hand side of (7) tends to,
On the other hand, the right side of (7) can be written as
for a fixed number yl L which will be determined in the later.
From (8) and the facts that |0 y (f)|</ 4> j (x)\dx=\ and u;(f) < M(l+ | f |) for some Af, the first term of (12) is bounded by sup sup Therefore the first term of (12) approaches to 0 as j -> °°.
For the estimation of the second term of (12), using by the Paley-WienerSchwartz theorem for S and 0 ; -, we have that S(f) < Cexp(hw(j~^ for some A > 0 and From this observation and the notation d = log C, the second term of (12) Taking^ j so large that w (Aj > ft + A + d, the second term of (12) approaches to 0 as j -> oo.
Combining both estimates the right side of (7) goes to 0 as; -> °°, which we desired.
